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For more information contact an Alliance Provider Services Representative at (800) 700-3874, ext. 5504 

BiCillin LA Injections 

Some Alliance providers have reported potential difficulties securing and stocking BiCillin LA injections to 

treat patients in a timely manner, as purchasing, shipping and storing BiCillin can be challenging and 

expensive. In an effort to streamline this process, the Alliance has secured an arrangement with a Kroger 

specialty pharmacy in Garden Grove, California.  

The Kroger specialty pharmacy has committed to access and maintain an adequate supply of BiCillin LA 

for Alliance members, and to process and ship individual prescriptions received prior to 2:00 p.m. Pacific 

time the same day for overnight delivery to the provider. Orders received after 2:00 p.m. will be processed 

and shipped the next business day. Refrigerated orders received Monday through Thursday will be 

processed for delivery Tuesday through Friday. Multiple orders may be shipped in one container; if so, 

each syringe will be labeled specifically for the patient it was prescribed for and billed accordingly. Kroger 

will bill the Alliance directly for the cost of BiCillin LA prescribed to Alliance members, therefore providers 

need only bill the Alliance for the administration of the request.  

Upon diagnosis, Alliance providers may phone, fax or e-prescribe a valid prescription to the Kroger 

specialty pharmacy in one of the following ways: 

 By fax to (866) 539-1092 

 E-prescribing (the pharmacy is listed as “Kroger Specialty Pharmacy, Garden Grove, CA”) 

 By phone to (800) 228-3643, select option three 

Providers are required to ensure that: 

 The “SHIP TO Address” is included on the prescription, and is the same address as the provider  

office where the BiCillin is to be administered 

 Office hours are clearly communicated with the order (the BiCillin injection will be shipped under 

refrigerated conditions and will be delivered during office hours stated) 

 The Alliance member’s address, date of birth, and insurance information is included to prevent 

delays in fulfilling the prescription 

This service is available to all California-licensed physicians, physician’s assistants, and nurse 

practitioners contracted with the Alliance for treating eligible Alliance members.  

NOTE:  MedImpact and the Alliance maintain the right to audit the provider records any time to prevent 

diversion of this product. 

 

 


